Rum classification using fingerprinting analysis of volatile fraction by headspace solid phase microextraction coupled to gas chromatography-mass spectrometry.
In this study, targeted and untargeted analyses based on headspace solid phase microextraction coupled to gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (HS-SPME-GC-MS) method were developed for classifying 33 different commercial rums. Targeted analysis showed correlation of ethyl acetate and ethyl esters of carboxylic acids with aging when rums of the same brand were studied, but presented certain limitations when the comparison was carried out between different brands. To overcome these limitations, untargeted strategies based on unsupervised treatments, such as hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) and principal component analysis (PCA), as well as supervised methods, such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) were applied. HCA allowed distinguishing main groups (with and without additives), while the PCA method indicated 40 ions corresponding to 13 discriminant compounds as relevant chemical descriptors for the correct rum classification (PCA variance of 88%). The compounds were confirmed based on the combination of retention indexes and low and high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS). Using the obtained results, LDA was carried out for the analytical discrimination of the remaining rums based on manufacturing country, raw material type, distillation method, wood barrel type and aging period and 94%, 91%, 92%, 95% and 94% of rums, respectively, were correctly classified. The proposed methodology has led to a robust analytical strategy for the classification of rums as a function of different parameters depending on the rum production process.